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Abstract

The coronavirus severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2)
remains an extant threat against public health on a global scale. Cell infection

begins when the spike protein of SARS‐CoV‐2 binds with the human cell

receptor, angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). Here, we address the role of

tetracycline as an inhibitor for the receptor‐binding domain (RBD) of the spike

protein. Targeted molecular investigation show that tetracycline binds

more favorably to the RBD (−9.40 kcal/mol) compared to doxycycline

(−8.08 kcal/mol), chloroquine (−6.31 kcal/mol), or gentamicin (−4.83 kcal/mol)

while inhibiting attachment to ACE2 to a greater degree (binding effici-

ency of 2.98 kcal/(mol nm2) for tetracycline–RBD, 5.16 kcal/(mol nm2) for

doxycycline–RBD, 5.59 kcal/(mol nm2) for chloroquine–RBD, and 7.02 kcal/

(mol nm2) for gentamicin–RBD. Stronger inhibition by tetracycline is verified

with nonequilibrium PMF calculations, for which the tetracycline–RBD com-

plex exhibits the lowest free energy profile along the dissociation pathway from

ACE2. Tetracycline binds to tyrosine and glycine residues on the viral contact

interface that are known to modulate molecular recognition and bonding affi-

nity. These RBD residues also engage in significant hydrogen bonding with the

human receptor ACE2. The ability to preclude cell infection complements the

anti‐inflammatory and cytokine suppressing capability of tetracycline; this may

reduce the duration of ICU stays and mechanical ventilation induced by the

coronavirus SARS‐CoV‐2.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The extreme urgency for therapeutics against the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2)
drives the review of existing drugs for their ability to
inhibit the function of this virus.1,2 Tetracycline has been
proposed as a strong candidate against SARS‐CoV‐23 due
to its lipophilic nature, anti‐inflammatory response, as
well as its ability to chelate zinc species on matrix me-
talloproteinases. Tetracycline class antibiotics have also
been shown to be effective in reducing the duration of

ventilatory support and intensive care unit stay from
acute respiratory distress syndrome,4 while doxycycline
has been suggested to be an important component in
combination therapy for its antiviral properties.5 Tetra-
cycline as well as a broad band of related antibiotics have
been approved by the FDA.6

In this study, we quantify the performance of tetra-
cycline in inhibiting the binding of the SARS‐CoV‐2
spike protein to the human receptor ACE2. This is of
interest as SARS‐CoV‐2 initiates cell infection when the
receptor‐binding domain (RBD) of the viral spike
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glycoprotein binds to the human cell receptor ACE2. The
RBD of the S1 viral subunit comprises a two‐stranded β5,
β6 sheet that interacts strongly with ACE2 through per-
sistent hydrogen bonding, leading to the remodeling of
the S2 subunit from prefusion to postfusion state in
preparation for membrane fusion.

In this study, we show that tetracycline can render
the RBD–ACE2 complex an unstable, high energy con-
figuration, such that the binding cascade triggering viral
cell entry may be precluded.

Tetracycline is found to bind more favorably to the
RBD compared to doxycycline, gentamicin, or chlor-
oquine, which were included in this study as a baseline.
The tetracycline–RBD complex also displays the lowest
binding efficiency to the human cell receptor ACE2. As
the RBD mediates the cell attachment and membrane
fusion of the coronavirus to host cells, the blockage of
RBD–ACE2 binding by tetracycline not only frames it as
a strong therapeutic candidate but also as a template to
understanding the crucial epitope features that can
be leveraged to address the RBD with antibodies and
vaccines.

2 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 | Binding character of the
inhibitor–RBD complex

Tetracycline exhibits a higher binding affinity to the RBD in
both blind and site‐specific docking (−9.40 kcal/mol) com-
pared to doxycycline (−8.08 kcal/mol), chloroquine (−6.63
vs. −6.31 kcal/mol), and gentamicin (−4.83 kcal/mol) as
delineated in Table 1. The small molecule inhibitors ex-
amined bind stably to the RBD contact interface, as shown
by the root mean square deviation (RMSD) and root mean
square fluctuation (RMSF) profiles in Figure 1. Additionally,
the RBD:ACE2 complex mediated by tetracycline appears to
be the least dynamically stable compared to the uninhibited
case as well as the protein–receptor complex in the presence
of other inhibitors.

The amino acid residues of the RBD involved in hy-
drogen bonding with the tetracycline molecule are Tyr
449, Asn 501, Gly 496, and Tyr 505 (Figure 2), which
have been shown to be major hotspots involved in
binding between the SARS‐CoV‐ 2 RBD and ACE2
receptor.7,8 These four residues are each part of the 17
total residues on the contact surface of the RBD that form
persistent hydrogen bonds with ACE2.

Tyrosine residues are known to play an important
role in mediating molecular contact and recognition at
protein interfaces.9 Likely due to its versatile, amphi-
pathic interactions and low side‐chain entropy, tyrosine
is the most commonly occurring residue at the contact
surface of the SARS‐CoV‐2 RBD. Tetracycline has been
shown in experiments to bind favorably to tyrosine,10,11

and we have demonstrated that it preferentially occupies
half of the tyrosine residues at the RBD contact interface
via both blind and targeted docking.

In the absence of inhibitors, the RBD residue Tyr 449
engages in hydrogen bonding with its polar hydroxyl
group to Asp 38 and Gln 42 of ACE2, while the RBD
residue Tyr 505 does the same with Lys 353, Arg 393, and
Glu 37 of ACE2. The contact profiles of each tyrosine
residue on the RBD account for a significant percentage of
the buried surface area (14.8% and 18.0%, respectively, of
the total buried surface area spanning nearly 18 nm2 be-
tween ACE2 and RBD). The prominent role of such tyr-
osine residues in binding to ACE2 is a shared feature with
the SARS‐CoV RBD.8 By binding to Tyr 449 and Tyr 505
on the RBD contact surface, tetracycline abolishes both
the molecular specificity and affinity offered by these
tyrosine residues in modulating the RBD–ACE2 complex.9

The RBD residue Asn 501 hydrogen bonds to Tyr 41 and
Lys 353 of ACE2, occupying a buried surface area of 10.1%,
while the RBD residue Gly 496 residue bonds with Lys 353
on ACE2 as well, with a buried surface area of 7.8%. The
occupation of these two RBD residues by tetracycline is
consistent with experimental, intracellular observations that
asparagine and glycine residues bind favorably to tetra-
cycline.11 From a function standpoint, the small amino acid
glycine is known to complement tyrosine in controlling
molecular recognition.9 Thus by blocking the Gly 496 and
Asn 501 polar contact residues on the RBD,12 tetracycline
strongly inhibits formation of the RBD–ACE2 complex, a
necessary precursor to cell and viral membrane fusion.

In comparison, the amino acids of RBD that interact
with chloroquine in the site‐specific configuration are
Lys 356, Arg 454, Arg 466, and Arg 355, of which none
are involved in extended hydrogen bonding with ACE2.
For gentamicin, a hydrophilic aminoglycoside, the RBD
residues that contribute the most to the binding energy
with gentamicin are Lys 417, Glu 484, Lys 444, and Tyr
505. By occupying three contact RBD residues that

TABLE 1 The binding free energy of small‐molecule inhibitors
to the SARS‐CoV‐2 receptor‐binding domain (RBD)

Inhibitor to RBD ΔG bind (kcal/mol)

Tetracycline −9.40

Doxycycline −8.08

Chloroquine −6.31

Gentamicin −4.83

Note: Tetracycline binds preferably to the RBD
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engage in hydrogen bonding with the human receptor
ACE2 (Lys 417, Glu 484, Tyr 505), gentamicin can be
expected to inhibit the RBD–ACE2 complex with greater
efficacy than chloroquine. However, the affinity of gen-
tamicin to the viral RBD is the lowest among the small
molecules examined due to its high energy interaction
with the RBD residues Ser 494 and Arg 403, two central
amino acids in the binding pocket. This causes genta-
micin to be displaced easily from the binding site and
makes it a poor inhibitor of the RBD–ACE2 complex on
average. Thus, tetracycline occupies the best position
along the Pareto frontier in binding most favorably to the
viral RBD, while also inhibiting formation of the
RBD–ACE2 to the most significant degree.

Tetracycline binds preferably to polar or slightly lipo-
philic RBD residues, which as observed in the experiment
comprise the majority of amino acids that form persistent
hydrogen bonds with ACE2.7,8,12,12,13 Other tetracycline
derivatives such as doxycycline or minocycline are known
to be more lipophilic3,6,13 and may therefore prefer non-
polar residues14 that are often buried beneath the solvent
accessible surface area of the spike protein. Indeed, the
RBD residues that have the highest binding affinity to
doxycycline are Tyr 449, Gly 447, Val 445, Gly 496, of
which only two are RBD amino acids that engage in
persistent hydrogen bonding with ACE2. These two RBD
residues Tyr 449 and Gly 496 were characterized earlier
due to their interaction with tetracycline.

FIGURE 1 (A) RMSD plots of the RBD–ACE2 complex with and without the presence of small molecule inhibitors. The dynamic
stability of the tetracycline–RBD:ACE2 structure appears distinctly lower than the uninhibited case, suggesting that the bound state is highly
unfavorable. (B) RMSF of the RBD:ACE2 complex with and without inhibitors. (C) RMSD graphs of the inhibitor–RBD complex. Initial
structures after equilibration are confirmed to be stable. (D) RMSF of the RBD when bound to small molecule inhibitors. Each structure is
again shown to be stable over the trajectories run. ACE2, angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2; RBD, receptor‐binding domain;
RMSD, root mean square deviation; RMSF, root mean square fluctuation
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Lastly, the Lys 353 residue in human ACE2 is known
to play a crucial role in SARS‐CoV‐2 recognition of the
receptor15; the RBD residues that engage in extended
hydrogen bonding with Lys 353 in human ACE2 may
therefore be optimal targets for inhibition by drug and
vaccine candidates to weaken the RBD–ACE2 complex.
Indeed, tetracycline occupies two such RBD residues
(Gly 496 and Asn 501), which may contribute to its
strong inhibitory effect.

2.2 | Binding efficiency of the inhibited
RBD–ACE2 complex

The binding efficiency16 (magnitude of binding energy
normalized by contact interface area) of the SARS‐CoV‐2
RBD–ACE2 complex was found to be 7.58 kcal/(mol nm2).
In the presence of the protein–ligand complex
tetracycline–RBD, the binding efficiency with ACE2
(2.98 kcal/(mol nm2)) is significantly lower than that for
doxycycline–RBD (5.16 kcal/(mol nm2)), chloroquine–
RBD (5.59 kcal/(mol nm2)) and gentamicin–RBD
(7.02 kcal/(mol nm2)) as displayed in Table 2. The statis-
tical significance in the ranking of the mean binding
efficiency to ACE2 for each RBD complex (from highest to
lowest: RBD, gentamicin–RBD*, chloroquine–RBD**,
doxycycline–RBD*, tetracycline–RBD**) was confirmed
at the 5% (single asterisk) and 1% (double asterisk) level
via a one‐tailed, two‐sample t‐test between each
inhibitor complex (e.g., tetracycline–RBD) and the com-
plex with the nearest, higher binding efficiency (e.g.,
doxycycline–RBD).

The relationship between optimal binding efficiency
between a protein and ligand to the buried surface area
was explored by Day et al.,8 who found that approxi-
mately 5 nm2 was the minimum contact area necessary
to sustain a stable receptor ligand complex. This area
threshold arises from a survey of 152 protein–protein
complexes and is theorized to generate sufficient binding
energy to offset the loss in configurational entropy of the
individual unbound proteins. In this vein, we find that
the buried surface area for the inhibited ligand
gentamicin‐RBD to the human receptor ACE2 is
7.52 nm2, chloroquine–RBD to ACE2 is 6.53 nm2,
doxycycline–RBD to ACE2 is 4.78 nm2, and
tetracycline–RBD to ACE2 is 3.39 nm2. This suggests that
the doxycycline–RBD and tetracycline–RBD ligands do
not support sufficient buried surface area with ACE2 to
sustain a minimally stable complex on longer time scales.

The reduction in contact area can be correlated with
the decrease of hydrogen bonding activity between the
inhibited RBD and ACE2. A survey of hydrogen bonding
lifetimes between the important binding site residues in
the RBD with ACE27 shows that the tetracycline inhibited
RBD exhibits the least hydrogen bonding activity with
ACE2 (Figure 3). As shown prior, the occupation of polar
contact residues of the RBD by tetracycline allows it to
block the binding of the RBD to ACE2 to a greater degree.

2.3 | Dissociation PMF of the
RBD–ACE2 complex

To verify the strong inhibition of the RBD–ACE2 com-
plex by tetracycline, steered molecular dynamics

FIGURE 2 Interaction map of amino acid residues of the
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 RBD that have the
highest binding affinity with tetracycline. The Tyr 449, Asn 501,
Gly 496, and Tyr 505 residues have also been shown to form
persistent hydrogen bonds in maintaining the RBD–ACE2
complex.7 ACE2, angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2;
RBD, receptor‐binding domain

TABLE 2 The binding efficiency17 (magnitude of binding
energy normalized by contact interface area) of the spike protein
RBD as well as the tetracycline–RBD, doxycycline–RBD,
gentamicin–RBD, and chloroquine–RBD complexes to the human
cell receptor ACE2

Complex to ACE2 Binding efficiency (kcal/(mol nm2))

RBD 7.58

Gentamicin–RBD 7.02 *

Chloroquine–RBD 5.59 **

Doxycycline–RBD 5.16 *

Tetracycline–RBD 2.98 **

Note: Binding efficiency is the lowest for the tetracycline–RBD complex,
indicating that tetracycline is a more effective inhibitor. The statistical
significance in the ranking of mean binding efficiency to ACE2 for each
RBD complex was confirmed at the *5% and **1% level via a one‐tailed,
two‐sample t‐test between each inhibitor complex (e.g., tetracycline–RBD)
and the complex with the nearest, higher binding efficiency (e.g.,
doxycycline–RBD).
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simulations were carried out to find the potential of
mean force (PMF) along a single dissociation pathway for
the inhibited and uninhibited RBD‐ACE2 complexes.
The PMF approximates the diffusive free energy profile
along the direction normal to the effective contact plane
of the inhibited viral RBD and receptor ACE2.

Figure 4 shows that the PMF for unbinding of the
tetracycline–RBD complex from ACE2 was the lowest of
the four structures tested, which is in agreement with the
binding efficiencies found from equilibrium simulations.
From the reaction path of the inhibited RBD, the domi-
nant contribution to the energy barrier of dissociation is
found to be localized at the N‐terminal small lobe of
ACE2, which interacts with residue Tyr 484 and Asn 487
on the RBD. Given the strong polar affinity of the tetra-
cycline molecule and its demonstrated binding pre-
ference for tyrosine and asparagine, this secondary site
may be another target for inhibition, though a full ana-
lysis is out of the scope of this study. The blockage of
polar residues at the RBD–ACE2 interface by tetra-
cyclines may therefore preclude cell entry initiated dur-
ing binding of the viral spike protein to ACE2.

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Docking

The SARS‐CoV‐2 RBD, ACE2, tetracycline, and chlor-
oquine molecular structures were obtained from RCSB

PDB (6M0J, 2UXO, 4V2O, 2XRL).8,16,19,20 Missing hy-
drogen atoms were appended, after which structural
preparation (cleaning and relaxation) and molecular
docking with full ligand and protein backbone flexibility
were carried out using the Rosetta 3.7.17,21,22 The en-
semble of 100 ligand conformers were sampled using the
BioChemical Library (BCL 3.2)23 which draws on a li-
brary of rotamers for common fragments in organic
molecules. This scheme gives locally equilibrated geo-
metries with nonlocal interactions governed by a clash
score that penalizes atomic overlap. The parameter files
containing partial charges, bond lengths, atom types, and
torsion angles were populated with the Rosetta script
molfile_to_params.py.

The three output files—a pdb of the original mole-
cule, a parameter file, and the conformer library—were
used to perform protein–ligand docking with RosettaLi-
gand.17,21 This procedure starts with low resolution, rigid
body docking comprising 500 cycles of translation and
rotation followed by distance minimization of the ligand
to the protein to satisfy a Lennard‐Jones interaction and
atomic clash score.17 Then the structure is subjected to
six cycles of high‐resolution docking that samples the
ensemble of side‐chain rotamers singly and simulta-
neously for multiple side chains.17 This repacking is
coupled with incremental shifts of the ligand position
and orientation, after which the structures and torsion
angles of the ligand and protein side chains are mini-
mized with respect to a “soft” repulsive scoring function
at the end of each cycle.21 Finally, the protein/ligand

FIGURE 3 The hydrogen bonding lifetimes of binding site
residues of the inhibited RBD with ACE2 sustained in 100 ns of
simulation time, normalized by hydrogen bonding lifetimes in the
uninhibited RBD–ACE2 complex. ACE2, angiotensin‐converting
enzyme 2; RBD, receptor‐binding domain

FIGURE 4 The PMF as a function of the distance between the
centers of masses of the spike protein RBD complexes and the cell
receptor ACE2. The tetracycline–RBD complex exhibits the lowest
free energy profile along the dissociation pathway.
ACE2, angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2; PMF, potential of mean
force; RBD, receptor‐binding domain
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complex, including flexible residue backbones on the
protein receptor, was minimized with respect to a “hard”
repulsive scoring function that discards conformers with
large clash elements.

One thousand output models were produced for
each ligand–protein complex. Each model is assessed
with a total score function that takes into account the
hydrogen bonding potential, electrostatics, van der
Waals forces, and implicit solvent interactions. The
three lowest scoring models for each complex were
used as initial conditions for a second docking pass,
producing 150 second generation models for each in-
itial condition. An interface score is then calculated as
the difference in hard repulsion energy between the
ligand–protein complex and the separated species
where the ligand is shifted away from the protein.
From the 10 second generation models with the lowest
total scores, the complex with the lowest interface
score was chosen for further analysis.

3.2 | Binding free energy

The binding affinities of the best‐scoring models for each
ligand–protein complex were gauged using MM/PBSA
calculations after 100 ns equilibrium molecular dynamics
simulations.24–26 First, each complex was parameterized
using CHARMM36 with CMAP cross terms.27 Then, the
ligand–protein structure was solvated in 83,000 TIP3P
water and neutralized with sodium and chloride ions in a
fully periodic box with dimensions 12 × 12 × 22 nm3.
Relaxation runs over 10 ns were completed in the NVT
ensemble, before production runs for binding energy
computations. Here, the temperature was controlled via
the velocity rescaling algorithm over a relaxation time-
scale of 1 ps. Over the course of the relaxation runs, the
backbone of the protein as well as the ligand were teth-
ered to their initial position with an energetic penalty of
100 kJ/mol. The simulation time step was set to 2 fs.

Finally, equilibrium simulations were performed at
300K and 1 bar using the Nosé‐Hoover thermostat with
relaxation timescale 1 ps and Parrinello‐Rahman barostat
with a relaxation timescale of 2 ps. Long‐distance elec-
trostatics were accounted for with the Particle Mesh
Ewald algorithm across periodic boundary conditions in
all three dimensions. The simulation timestep was like-
wise held to 2 fs.

In brief, the binding free energy of the ligand to the
protein can be found via25

G G G GΔ = − + ,binding complex protein ligand (1)

where the right‐hand side expresses the free energy of the
protein–ligand complex in solvent, the protein in solvent,

and the ligand in solvent, respectively. The total energy
of each species can be found from

G E TS GΔ = < > − + < >.sp MM solvation (2)

Here, the subscript sp is the complex, protein or li-
gand. The term E >< MM is the ensemble average of the
vacuum molecular mechanics energy, TS gives the con-
formational entropy, and <G >solvation is the solvation free
energy. The entropic contribution TS is typically ne-
glected due to the significant computational cost.25,26

The potential energy EMM can be expressed as the
sum of the force field parameters

E E E E= + + ,MM bonded vdW elec (3)

where the right‐hand side contains the bonded interac-
tions (bond, angle, dihedral and improper energies), van
der Waals interactions, and electrostatic interactions. The
solvation energy Gsolvation can be decomposed into polar
and nonpolar terms

G G G= + .solvation polar nonpolar (4)

The polar component of the solvation energy can be
found by solving the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, while
the nonpolar component is typically modeled as

G G G= + .nonpolar cavity vdW (5)

The first term represents the work done to form a
cavity in the surrounding solvent, while the second gives
the attractive component of the van der Waals interac-
tions between the solute and solvent. These calculations
are performed in GROMACS24–26 to give the binding free
energy between the ligand and protein.

3.3 | RBD:ACE2 complex

After the inhibitor–RBD system is relaxed, flexible
protein–protein docking is performed using Rosetta
docking protocols28 to gauge the conformational stability
of the inhibitor–RBD–ACE2 complex. The ACE2 re-
ceptor was first repacked to remove clashes, and the best
scoring conformation out of 10 models was selected for
subsequent docking. The uninhibited RBD–ACE2 com-
plex served as a template for the initial orientation of the
ACE2 receptor with the inhibitor–RBD structure, except
that the ACE2 protein is displaced normal to the binding
interface to minimize clashing with the inhibitor.

Finally, the inhibitor–RBD structure was docked to
the ACE2 via a coarse resolution search stage that rotates
and translates the centroids of the two proteins, followed
by a high resolution, full atom search that samples a
rotamer library of protein side chains. Lastly, the binding
interface was minimized with respect to the Talaris score
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function to generate output 500 models. The best score
model was used in subsequent calculations for the
binding efficiency.

The inhibitor–RBD–ACE2 complex was then ex-
amined using equilibrium molecular dynamic simula-
tions in GROMACS with the procedure described earlier.
After sampling 100 ns of the isothermal‐isobaric en-
semble, the binding free energy was found from the
MMPBSA method and normalized with respect to the
area of the buried surface area at the interface. This gave
the binding efficiency of the complex.

3.4 | The potential of mean force

The PMF29 along the dissociation pathway of the
inhibitor–RBD structures from ACE2 were found in
LAMMPS30 using steered molecular dynamics. The re-
action coordinate was chosen to be the difference be-
tween the center of mass (COM) of the RBD main‐chain
backbone from the COM of the ACE2 backbone pro-
jected onto the axis normal to the plane of their binding
interface. A pulling speed of 10 Å/ns and spring constant
of 1300 pN/Å was used to abide by the stiff spring ap-
proximation while avoiding irreversible distortions of the
ligand during dissociation. The canonical ensemble was
sampled by holding the temperature fixed at 300K using
a Nosé‐Hoover thermostat with a relaxation timescale of
1 ps. The system was solvated with 83,500 TIP3P water
molecules across periodic boundary conditions in all
orthogonal directions. As before, long‐distance electro-
statics were accounted for with the Particle Mesh Ewald
algorithm. Finally, Jarzynski's equality was employed to
calculate the free energy profile for each inhibitor–RBD
structure from 10 trajectories statistically independent
initial conditions, sampled at 20 ns intervals from an
equilibrium canonical ensemble.31

4 | CONCLUSIONS

The tetracycline class of antibiotics, including tetra-
cycline, oxytetracycline, and doxycycline may be help-
ful in the fight against the coronavirus SARS‐CoV‐2,
due to its preferential association with the important
residues in the viral receptor‐binding domain and the
resulting strong inhibition of the RBD–ACE2 complex.
Further experimental studies are recommended to
validate how this reduction of cellular infection com-
plements or enhances the anti‐inflammatory and anti-
viral properties of tetracyclines in their role as a
treatment for SARS‐CoV‐2.
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